Seat Mount Control Kit
Part #: 30-24-1424-3

Tools: 5mm Allen Wrench, Phillips Screw Driver, Scissors

This kit helps mount the brake lever and/or twist shift under the wheelchair seat. Mounts on left or right side. This removes the cables from the handsets if desired.

1) To begin, remove the first corner screw holding the seat fabric in place. Once removed, it allows for space to mount the bar stub. Slide the bar end over the seat frame as pictured below. A 5mm Allen Wrench is needed to open and close bar end. It usually helps to use a larger blade screwdriver to gently pry open the bar end so it will slip easily onto the seat frame. You may have to do this as well with the brake lever.
2) Once the bar end is installed, attach the brake lever first followed by the twist shifter (if applicable). If needed, please follow the instructions concerning twist shift and brake found in your tryke manual. Use the zip ties to help position cables along the tryke frame to prevent damage during rides.